SDMC Meeting Minutes
Quarter 2
January 10, 2023

Meeting start time: 10:00 a.m.

Welcome – Introduction of Members Present

Introduction and call to order
➢ Principal Holloway introduced members present and stated their role in the SDMC Committee as well as their role as it relates to Bastian. They spoke about themselves and their commitment to Bastian.

Review/Discussion/1st Semester Glows and Grows
➢ Principal Holloway discussed the effectiveness and progress of the Campus-wide Intervention Plan and the HB45 Interventions and how it has affected the data in a positive way across grade levels
➢ Principal Holloway discussed the work in the community and all of the partnerships and student Home Library additions received.

Assessment Data
➢ Latest STAAR Interim Gains in Growth, the upcoming HFW exam and steps taken for success. Ren 360 progress and goals
➢ SEL Programs and progress in student behavior

Next Steps in Support Ongoing Goals
➢ Each member discussed how they would support Bastian in meeting the board goals for the 1st semester. The commitment to learning and partnership was solidified in the plan for each member present.

Meeting adjourned: 10:45
Minutes Recorded by – C. Hunter
NEXT MEETING SCHEDULED: April 2023